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must begin by noting that am currently serving as Very briefly the first three characteristics are the

member of the National Academy of Sciences universe that the data base purports to represent the

NAS Panel on Alternative Census Methodologies extent to which the data base actually covers that uni

While have been asked to comment from myperspec- verse and the design and implementation of the sample

tive as member of that panel none of my remarks by which observations were selected from the full uni

should be construed as representing the opinion of the verse note under item content that unique items items

panel that are common to other data bases and items that are

repeated over time are all important potentially list

What Makes Data Base Useful An two aspects of data quality the completeness of the

Overview data how few missing responses and their accuracy

also stress the importance of the form in which the data

Figure delineates several characteristics that af- are maintained and by this mean the medium and for

fect the usefulness of data base for secondary analy- mat in which they are recorded and the consistency with

sis--that is analysis for purposes other than those for which these are utilized over time and if applicable ge
which the data were originally collected ography Finally include accessibility--both to whom

_______________________________________________ and for what purpose the data can be released

Figure Characteristics Affecting the Usefulness

of Data Base for Secondary Analysis Assessing Administrative Records

Universe
How do administrative records data fare by these

criteria Typically these data represent only limited

overage
universe--the clientele of program quite often or in

Sample design the case of vital statistics the small part of the popula
Item content tion experiencing comparatively rare event during

Items common to other data bases narrow interval of time The coverage of this narrow

Unique items universe is often complete however that is no part of

Items repeated over time
the universe is excluded from representation Indeed

the level of coverage provided by administrative records
Data quality

is great strength of such data Furthermore adminis

Completeness trative records often include the entire population not

Accuracy sample This greatly increases their potential useful-

Form in which data are maintained ness for analysis although the sheer size of an adminis

Medium trative data base may make the data unwieldy

Format
The item content of administrative records is often

Consistency over time and geography
rather limited For example data derived from tax re

Accessibility turns are weak on commonitems--particularly demo
To whom graphic variables Furthermore the repetition of items

For what purpose over time is subject to legislative action In Canada

____________________________________________
few years ago the tax code was altered eliminating per

sonal exemptions As result data on the size of the
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filing unit were no longer collected on the tax form law and IRS data entry and improves the consistency

of data items across records Taxpayers original en-

With regard to data quality the completeness of tries that have particular interest are retained along with

administrative data both at the unit and item levels can the corrected items

be very high--better than survey data quite often The

accuracy of the data can be very high as well The legal The SO Division then assembles the data in form

requirement to respond accurately is big inducement that is more usable than the administrative files They

to do so At the same time however the possibility of publish extensive tabulations provide microdata for tax

personal gain from responding inaccurately may work policy analysis within the Treasury Department and

against this inducement in some cases If so it may Congress and even produce public-use microdata

introduce error that for some individuals cannot be dis

missed as mere noise In discussing ways to enhance the value of admin

istrative records it is important to note that with appro

The form in which administrative data are main- priate justification and advance work itemscan be added

tamed is often not conducive to their usefulness On to any administrative data system The Census Bureau

project that directed for the Department of Labor we has at times added geography item to the tax return in

needed to collect extensive county-level data from two order to obtain data needed for revenue sharing

States We surveyed number of States regarding their

holdings We were particularly interested in whether External Influences

their data were available in machine-readable form

After selecting two States on the basis of their responses Changes in the policy arena can affect the useful-

we received large box of materials from one of the ness of an administrative data base as well Witness

States and were dismayed to find that the data we had the Food Stamp Quality Control QC data base which

requested were provided on microfiche guess some- is assembled from quality control reviews of monthly

body felt that we could put the data in machine and samples of food stamp case files These data support

read them one of three microsimulation models used by the Food

and Consumer Service FCS of the U.S Department of

Finally significant factor inhibiting the wider use Agriculture The other two models use survey data--

of administrative records for secondary analysis is that namely the Current Population Survey CPS and the

access is very limited generally Survey of Income and Program Participation SIPP
When Congress was in an expansive mood with respect

Making Administrative Records More to the Food Stamp Program and other entitlement pro-

Useful grams data base that was limited to current partici

pants could not address the most important policy ques

There are approaches to making administrative tions such as how many people would be induced to

records data more useful would be remiss if did not participate if they were made eligible for any or more

highlight the work of the Internal Revenue Service IRS generous benefits More recently as pressure to con-

Statistics of Income SOT Division in producing data tract the Food Stamp Program has increased the QC
from individual and corporate income tax returns data base has become critical element in policy analy

sis Its more complete coverage of the participant popu
To create useful data from individual tax returns lation and much larger sample size relative to SIPP and

the SOl Division first samples the administrative data the CPS matter much more now than they did number

base reducing 114 million records to about 100000 of
years ago

IRS staff then edit the electronic data by accessing the

actual paper documents Through this editing process Pure necessity too can make administrative data

the SOT Division adds new items from the forms cor- more useful--or at least more used The subnational

rects errors in taxpayer arithmetic interpretation of tax poverty estimates that the Census Bureau is producing
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for the Department of Education provide good example In the legal mandate that it carries the decennial

IRS data aggregated to subnational areas will play census is more like an administrative records data col

major role in the development of these estimates Here lection than it is like the Bureaus other surveys Of

the deficiencies of the administrative data are addressed course nobody goes to jail for census evasion But to

in the way that the data are used--specifically as one achieve its mission the Census Bureau can ill afford to

component in the estimation methodology would note have people refuse to respond to the census because they

that for at least four decades the Bureau of Labor Sta- do not agree with the uses or even perceived uses of

tistics BLS has used data on Unemployment Insurance their data

UI claims to estimate for substate areas the total num
ber of unemployed persons in each month The UT claim- The Bureau is under the legal obligation not to di-

ants typically represent about half of the total unem- vulge--whether intentionally or not--data that can be as

ployed with the actual fraction varying widely across
sociated with the person or other entities to which they

geographic areas as well as over time Several other apply Staff of other agencies who have tried to obtain

sources of data are used to estimate the nonclaimants data from the Bureau know how seriously the Bureau

among the unemployed component by component takes this obligation Adding to the Bureaus resolve is

the fact that the threat to response rates comes from

Administrative Records and Privacy peoples mere belief that such disclosure may occur

key ethical and often legal requirement in the col- Administrative Records and the

lection and use of any data base of personal data is that Census

the respondents or subjects provide informed consent

Critical to respondents ability to provide consent is Let us move now to prospective uses of administra

the right to deny such consent If person is required tive records in conducting the census

by law to respond to set of questions then consent--in

any meaningful way--cannot be given Thus we have There are countries--not many--that conduct their

the Privacy Act and other laws relating to data sharing
censuses entirely with administrative records key

among parts of the government Lacking the ability as element in their ability to do this is the existence of

individuals to deny consent the people acting through particular type of administrative records data base called

Congress regulate the uses of the data that they are re- population register In all of these countries the avail

quired to provide Keep in mind that the same people ability of national identification number to identify

also through Congress or even the Constitution man- persons in administrative records systems is helpful in

dated the legal requirement to provide the data updating the population register It also facilitates link

ages to other data bases that utilize the same personal

This is not very satisfying resolution however identifier

The issues of privacy raised by secondary uses of ad

ministrative records must be addressed more adequately An enormous appeal of an administrative records

suggestion to consider is that any planned usage un- census is its cost savings Another appeal is the poten

der the census be addressed specifically in legislation or tial that it provides to generate intercensal data by repli

at least ruling preceded by public hearings cation of the low cost census procedures This is pos

sible because the data are always there and as up-to

On this matter we should not understate the impor- date as they are for the census Tom Jabine in his corn

tance of the word informed My gut feeling is that ments in the preceding session identified another ap

there are lot of people prepared to give uninformed peal the progressive failure of traditional census meth

dissent Dont laugh but legislators and others who act ods to get the job done Certainly this has been rel

as representatives
of the people can be made more in- evant in number of European countries and there are

formed signs of such failure here as well
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In the United States we do not have either popu- Information documents do not include income from

lation register or national or universal ID number food stamps or AFDC Persons with income only from

When broad health care reform legislation appeared these sources would not be counted in the IRS data

possibility an earlier NAS panel seized on the potential

provided by national health care data base--a kind of developed crude estimate using 1990 March CPS

population registry in effect But health care reform-- data of persons in families with no reported income other

and the national data base that it would have required-- than food stamps or AFDC My estimate of 3.4 million

did not come to be mostly children and young women would account for

about one-third of the IRS coverage gap relative to the

The Census Bureau in developing strategies to use Census Bureaus alternative 1990 population estimates

administrative records is responding to recommenda- That is the combination of IRS records with food stamp

tions that it make greater use of administrative records and AFDC caseload data would account for about 97

was going to say that the Bureau has not embraced the percent of the total 1990 population and almost 99 per-

concept of an administrative records census but Tom cent of the 1990 census count

Jabines observation in the preceding session that the

Bureau is planning large-scale experiment with ad- Note that if income from AFDC and food stamps

ministrative records during the 2000 census suggests that had been required to be reported on information docu

this may be something of an overstatement ments the IRS estimate of the total population would

have included the direct recipients but not the children

Population Coverage of Administrative in these families At the same time some children who

Records would be counted in food stamp households are not in

cluded in my crude estimate because parent had other

From tax returns filed in 1990 Pete Sailer and col- income and therefore would have been counted in the

leagues at the SOT Division of IRS developed an esti- IRS estimate on the basis of an information document

mate of the population represented by annually collected

IRS data Their estimate was unique in that in addition Census Bureau Uses of Administrative

to persons filing or claimed on tax returns it included Records

persons captured only on information documents--the

documents with which wages retirement income capi-
The Census Bureau has announced plans to use

tal transactions and other sources of income are reported
administative records in the following ways to assist with

to the IRS Their total estimate amounted to 97.5 per-
the taking of the 2000 census

cent of the 1990 census count and 95.7 to 95.9 percent

of the estimated total resident population based on de- 11 To impute nonreporting units about percent

mographic analysis or the post-enumeration survey of them

The estimate was prepared in such way that we To impute some missing items for responding

cannot determine the net contribution of the informa- units

tion documents or alternatively the number captured

on tax returns alone There were an estimated 43.7 11 To prompt respondents in the coverage mea

million persons who were nonfilers with information surement interviews

documents Some of these were claimed as dependents

but we cannot tell how many Some may have also filed Robert Marx reminded me that administrative

only prior-year returns and not been counted as cur- records will also be used to help build address lists for

rent-year filers would guess that the information docu- special populations such as residents of Indian reserva

ments netted about to percent of the total popula- tions

tion or more than half of the population that is not cov

ered by tax returns In the first two listed uses of administrative records
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their application will be entirely transparent to respon- strengths and weaknesses develop strong pri

dents and nonrespondents This is clearly not true of ors regarding expected outcomes when these

their proposed usage to prompt respondents during the files are matched to census data and other files

coverage measurement interviews This is troubling With something as complicated and susceptible

and will return to this point below to error as record linkage it helps enormously

to have independent estimates of expected results

Despite these and numerous other innovations the

2000 census is being prepared with fewer large-scale 11 Explore ways to improve the selected files--

tests than the much less innovative 1990 census for example by getting new items added or

introdffciifg fiW edit

Recommendations Regarding the

Census 11 Reconsider plans to use names from adminis

trative records to prompt respondents during

Let me close with some brief recommendations with the coverage measurement interviews

regard to the use of administrative records to help con

duct the 2000 census On this last point concerns about privacy and con

fidentiality alone would question such usage but there

fJ For both operational reasons and ethical con- is reason to be apprehensive about adverse effects on

siderations limit the number of administrative measurement as well Prompting residents with names

files to few identified as coming from administrative records may

influence their responses in ways other than stimulating

1J Learn these files well In researching their more accurate recall
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